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ABOUT FROM VIMY TO JUNO

The From Vimy to Juno Travelling Exhibit provides an opportunity for Canadians 
of all ages to learn about Canada’s role in the First and Second World Wars. It 
draws parallels between the two wars and examines Canada as a nation from 1914 
to 1945. Designed to be modular, the exhibit was developed in a way that allows it 
to be mounted in a variety of accessible spaces – museums, community centres, 
libraries, and schools. 

Developed by the Juno Beach Centre in partnership with the Vimy Foundation, this 
program was made possible through the generous support of the Department of 
Canadian Heritage.



WHY FROM VIMY TO JUNO

Producing a multi-year, expansive digital project from scratch is never easy. With a 
“Digital First” focus, the various parties had to redefine the relationship between 
physical / virtual space, measuring visitor engagement and meaningful interaction. 
This case study will share with attendees the ups and downs of working together on 
a collaborative basis, ensuring that all of the different team members, and involved 
parties were at the table and how the project was defined since day one. Attendees 
will leave with a better understanding of how a similar project could be introduced 
at their own institution.



FUNDING FROM VIMY TO JUNO

● Commemorating Canada Fund
● Virtual Museum of Canada
● Multi Phase Project
● Planning without counting on success



CHOOSING A DIGITAL PARTNER

● Work with someone from conception
● Share the workload, increase knowledge 

and ideas
● Deep investment in the partnership
● Direct help with technical concerns, 

budgets and grant writing
● Choose based on people, skills, passion 

and interest
● Building a deeper relationship and 

communication



BUDGET MANAGEMENT

● Writing and Translation
● Archives
● Scope vs. Budget
● Shaping a project for the public, not the 

professional



PERSPECTIVE

● Just tell your story, the public probably 
hasn’t heard it before

● Trust those around you, collaborate well
● Do the proper research
● Shape the project the way you want, then 

find the funding to fit it



COMMUNICATION

● Learn and speak a common language
● Choose the best digital tools
● Consider Board management



YOU’RE NOT TOO SMALL

● Build a virtual team of experts
● Don’t try and do everything yourself
● Budget properly



WHY BOTHER?

● Even if you have strong visitor numbers, 
you won’t reach everyone

● Digital is an avenue to a larger audience
● Digital is a different experience, an 

extension
● Digital numbers are important, but in 

different not lesser ways
● An avenue to new visitors
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